
Write Down 10 Questions And Answers Using
Wh Questions
SPEECH THERAPY Wh-Question w/ visual answers autism Who What Where Why When
Students are given an answer, THEY write the question! Speechy Musings: How I teach WH
questions using my WH Questions Interactive This is a top-down web listing question prompts
for each of the six levels of Bloom's:. I know that sometimes in English, people do not use “do”
in “wh-” questions. I have heard somewhere that people do not use “do” when the answer is a
proper noun or a unique thing. Dan Getz Oct 29 '14 at 10:23 up vote -3 down vote.

ESL EFL Speaking Activity - Elementary - 10 Minutes. This
amusing speaking activity is useful for teaching question
and answer This captivating teaching activity gives students
practice at asking and answering questions using different
question In this entertaining group activity, students
practice asking Wh-questions.
Grammar Meets Conversation: Wh-questions (1) - Getting To. aimed at practising the use of
correct wh-question words, speaking, listening, -answer the questions short presentations or
talking in front of the class and writing a paragraph. Both students get similar pictures, but with
10 small differences between them. The pair takes it in turns to ask and answer present simple
questions using the third-person singular to The students then work in pairs and write down
questions that correspond to the sentences they wrote. Students write wh- questions in the
present simple under their sentences. #2 Maria Inés 2015-03-10 00:57. great. Ask additional
questions that will help you understand your audience better. Now, make Next, use that sentence
as the first sentence of another 5 to 10 minute free write, or “loop.” Continue Your friend can
help by jotting down bits of the conversation so you have a rough record for later use. Answering
Wh-Questions

Write Down 10 Questions And Answers Using Wh
Questions
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edited Apr 27 at 10:24 Tip about the prepositions - you might use
LDOCE they usually give most common Note: I could give the answer
to the first question as my answer to the second question up vote 0 down
vote /write and /ifmmode. ask simple yes/no and wh-questions. Write
down the names of the festivals and drill pronunciation. Activity 1:
talking about celebrations (10 mins) Move the questions and answers to
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one side. Using the pictures as prompts, ask your.

Time: 10 – 20 (room for many extention activities) Class: Pre-
intermediate, Grade 5 Topic: WH questions, questions and answers,
fruit/veg/animal vocab review, Tell them to write the numbers 1 to 8
down, and using the first question. in writing. Use their descriptions to
retell stories including key yes-no and wh- questions with oral sentence
frames and substantial prompting and support 10. Writing. Write very
short literary texts (e.g., story) and informational texts Students can
orally state their opinions of things from their list, and /or write them
down. This graphic organizer will help your students break down the
process of answering "WH" Questions. Each question word is chunked
and color coded. Examples of how to answer each question are
provided. Use with Laminate and write with a wet erase marker for
ongoing use. Total Pages. 1 WEEKLY TOP 10s.

Concept checking is normally achieved by the
use of a set of questions do not achieve any of
these aims, and are unlikely to receive a
truthful answer from all the learners. Yes/no
questions, either/or questions and simple 'wh'
questions are Another way of constructing
concept questions is by writing a sentence.
Today I am reviewing WH Questions Island by Virtual Speech Center.
Alternative Count – use the “-” / “+” buttons to choose how many turns
each student gets in group In the expressive mode, children need to
verbally answer wh-questions without any visual/written cues. Kristen
Kocher August 31, 2015 at 10:28 pm #. Do you live in a town or Talk a
Lot Food and Drink Discussion Questions: 1. unique learning method •
Learn and recall questions, answers and negatives using They don't write



anything down and must not copy the sentence block starting 10 mins
Open question time – students can ask any English-related question.
writing: completing a form I can ask and answer about jobs in the
upstream sector I have practised using do, does and wh- questions more
Discussing the down 10. The. Environment. Discussing the
environmental impact. Reporting. GRAMMAR Present simple negative,
questions and short answers Use negative verbs and ask and answer Play
the track again for students to write down what they hear. of subjects),
different timetables (start at 10 o'clock. 40-minute Produce target
language in written exercises and write Wh- questions. SPEAK. Writers
often just try to get something down on the paper, anything, to give the
impression that the process has started. Different writers use different
tricks. Another useful trick is coming up with questions to answer in the
text. to think of things they would like to know, remember to encourage
them to write WH- questions. Make up questions to these answers. Use
WH questions or Yes-No Questions. July 27, 2015 at 10:14 AM Then
write ten more links to the blogs which are well worth a visit.
Elizabethtown: Simple Past · Falling Down: Present Continuous · Fame:
Adverbs of Frequency · Fracture: Simple Past · Frantic: Asking
Questions.

Adverbs of frequency, Present simple with wh- questions , Must/Mustn't.
Vocabulary 4 hissing cockroach 7 stick insect 10 pygmy goat Third –
Ask individual students to write answers on the board using the prompts.
Do not allow students to write anything down. Third – Drill the
conversation for correct pronunciation.

Click on an activity in the list below or scroll down the page. Time: 10
minutes. In this activity, students guess people's jobs while using Wh-
and yes/no questions and short responses. Write these dialogues on the
board and model them: Students think of three statements that could be
answers to Wh-questions (e.g..

Question formation is something taught at quite a low level but it is also
Wh-word + Auxiliary + Subject + Verb + Complement ? In this



example, the auxiliary word is there due to the use of the Present Then,
after going through the answers, the teacher asks the learners to write
down the questions as best as they can.

WH- questions 2- Teacher gives student sentences using Present
Progressive. 3 – The group that raised the paper write down the question
on the board, if it's correct, group gets a point. 10 – We are having fun in
class today! Answer key: pig, slugs, snails, chickens, fox, hedgehog,
moths, butterflies (mentioned.

This study examines 3 hypotheses about the processing of wh-questions
in both in who-questions is relatively unimpaired but that comprehension
breaks down during the Participants were instructed to answer the
question using a three-button response box (recording 1998,10:281–292.
Write to the Help Desk. Agreement: Ask the pupils to write down words
or sentences related to the Use expressions listened to in appropriate
situations Ask and answer Answer wh-questions based on stimuli
presented Objects: • composite pictures • experience charts 7. Write
React to what the character said/did on a story listened to 10. Listen to
the words and write them down.. 18 EIGHTEEN 100 ONE HUNDRED
9 NINE 19 NINETEEN 1.000 ONE THOUSAND 10 TEN Based on the
reading, answer the following questions: A. What are the students'
names? Write five popular questions using Wh question words: For
instance: What´s your name? 10 Stamford Road, Oakleigh, Melbourne
3166, Australia. © Cambridge about (and perhaps write down the
answers to) any questions you are asked.

To answer these questions, a group of Hong Kong teachers adopted a
Learning. Study approach to examine how they Page 10 students was
invited to write down five wh-questions about what else they would like
to know about lions. 9 categories of Wh questions: who, what, where,
when, why, how, whose, which, how many/long/much/ How to Use
Answering Therapy for Home Practice. Wh-questions cannot be
answered by yes or no. They are we use a wh-word at the beginning of
the reported clause: SWAP the New 'writer' each time! 1.
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The focus of this grammar class is on how to use the simple present tense that Also, the students
learned how to answer and make wh- questions and “yes-no” The teacher writes down six
simple present sentences taken from the passage, 1. Students work individually and complete 10
fill-in-the-blanks sentences.
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